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Introduce talk

Introduce IMPRESS and TITCH / D4D – aims, overlap, collaboration....

Desire to work together and use our combined skills....
So why did we decide to run Kid’s Toilet talk?

This was something that was raised at our Faecal Incontinence Workshop back in 2016 where we identified that children beyond Early Years age but under Adult age are not well catered and you can see there at the bottom that incontinence in this age group is more prevalent than people might expect but this isn’t currently reflected in the level of research.

So we wanted to explore the needs of this age group from their own perspective and draw out their ideas on how these might be met using new technologies.
Demand / Advertising / Recruitment process - important for this demographic

*Explain that having the workshop as a half day with museum activities before/after for siblings too - made a difference to attendance as parents had a day out for the whole family.*
Framed the day around Challenges, how children/families currently solve the issues (i.e. any home hacks, tips and tricks) and how they would like to solve the issues in the future – which gave us a chance to get creative!

Also important to support children and their families in thinking about their wider worlds and how their continence issues affects their daily lives, rather than simply asking them ‘What’s difficult?’

Perhaps most importantly, need to make it a fun day if at all possible. We’re talking about difficult issues but that doesn’t mean we can’t be playful and empowering in how we discuss them. We designed some bespoke materials with an illustrator that could also be used by their siblings.
Explain design literature suggests children engage well when activities are related to them as individuals, and present an opportunity for self expression.

We worked with an illustrator to design bespoke materials to support our workshop activities, which I will briefly talk through now.
First, a quick activity to help children reflect on the different aspects of their lives – aim for quick wins here and get them warmed up!
Explain how first asked to add happy/sad faces, then take a second pass using post-its to explain their reasons why in relation to their incontinence – parents helped too but all seemed to engage well with this. It was easy to understand and elicited a rich picture of life with continence issues - so much so we gave a bit more time to it!
Similar activity but more about their life worlds, hobbies and interests.

Explain first given these different area cards to think about (like home, school, doctors, etc), annotate with stickers, cut and sticking, drawing – shows we are interested in THEM and helps them to reflect on their worlds.

Again, go over what they have already achieved in this activity and use it as a tool to think about the challenges they face. Fun for siblings too!
Moving from ‘what is’ to ‘what could be’

As I said, keeping it related to them and their self-expression – talk about what they want to be when they grow up, and put them in the position of inventors: What gadgets or services etc do they need to get to this future?

Talk through an example and invention they suggested.
We also had a different version of this method for older children – engaged in creative idea generation by asking them to show us how they are a superhero (so how they currently address their issues) and how a sidekick could help them (so ways they would like to address their issues), this included superpowers, special gadgets, etc.
Because we knew children and siblings would finish at different times, or perhaps lose interest, we had a range of bonus activities on hand too, including advice speech bubbles, ‘thank you’ medals to give to someone who has helped them with their incontinence, and a comicboarding sheet to anthropomorphise their incontinence issues and talk about ways to address them.

The range of activities throughout the workshop allowed all the children to find a way they were comfortable with to discuss their continence issues. As you can imagine this generated a lot of findings, which I will now hand back over to Peter to talk through.
So we now have lots of insight - detailed personal narratives and perspectives from each child and family.

Some of the key challenges raised were things like
• the state of toilets – they might not be clean, well lit, big enough for changing, without toilet roll etc
• secrecy – children generally wanted to hide their condition from their peers
• appearing different – children didn’t want to stand out as different
• the unfairness of the condition – all the toileting meant less time to play compared to others
• parental stress – so things like family outings make my parents anxious, changing beds gets annoying

*Least liked was going to the toilet, going to the doctors, getting dressed, public transport, car journeys, school – to do with having to get changed a lot, not being near a loo or knowing where one is, not wanting to talk about their incontinence, not having as much time for play as other children.*
Throughout the day the children worked with our cartoonist to make a mural – seen here

This served several purposes:
• Gave an immediate summary of the findings of the day – rewarding for the children and families to see they’re truly being listened to and allowed the other facilitators to be ‘in’ the activities without worrying about the results
• Built the day around a narrative – we started in Challenge Swamp and progressively worked through Solution Forest and Idea Island. This provided a level of abstraction that enhanced the creativity in the room: so for instance there was lots of discussion about awareness so for example watches to alert or a poo budgie to peck you on the shoulder when you needed to go to the toilet!! A toilet satnav to help find a loo quickly. From these ‘wild’ ideas we can work ‘back to reality’ to find useful solutions – in fact many of these ideas exist in some form but arguably not so much in child friendly version.
The mural was particularly useful at the end of the workshop, as we could validate the findings we’d gathered so far in their language – in a visual form that they can engage with. We asked the children to gather round and talk through the mural with us, to see if they agreed or if they wanted to change/add anything.

It’s important that this became the kids’ space – parents had their own separate discussion which was useful for them too.

Sharing the findings and maintaining this community is important to us, so:
We’re currently developing some resources as outputs from the workshop, in particular we’re working on a comic book for the children to summarise their challenges and ideas in story form and ultimately we’ll be producing a paper as a resource for researchers and parents.
Talk through some of the emergent findings listed here
Getting the word out...

Explain that we have also presented the findings in a child-friendly format (a comic) to promote ongoing engagement from this child and family community. Also disseminated in journals and NHS Fab academy.
In summary, kids can be engaged to talk about difficult issues – we find it works best when you take a fun and flexible approach!
Thank you!